Abstract-A resonant adiabatic mixed-signal VLSI array delivers 480 GMACS (10 9 multiply-and-accumulates per second) throughput for every mW of power, a 25-fold improvement over the energy efficiency obtained when resonant clock generator and line drivers are replaced with static CMOS drivers. Losses in resonant clock generation are minimized by activating switches between the LC tank and DC supply with a periodic pulse signal, and by minimizing the variability of the capacitive load to maintain resonance. We show that minimum energy is attained for relatively wide pulse width, and that typical load distribution in template-based charge-mode computation implies almost constant capacitive load. The resonantly driven 256 512 array of 3-T charge-conserving multiply-accumulate cells is embedded in a template matching processor for image classification and validated in a face detection task.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
OW POWER dissipation is a critical objective in the design of portable and implantable microsystems supporting the use of a miniature battery power supply, wireless power harvesting, or other low-energy power sources. Typical power budgets are in the low milliwatts for wearable devices and low microwatts for implantable systems. Despite the shrinking power budgets, there is ever more a need for high throughput computing and embedded signal processing. Future generations of wearable and implantable devices call for the integration of complex signal extraction and coding functions along with sensing and communication. Portable real-time pattern recognition systems, such as wearable face detection and recognition systems for the blind, are examples of such applications. The energy efficiency, defined as computational throughput per unit power (or, equivalently, the reciprocal of the energy per unit computation), thus has to be maximized. In this work, the adiabatic charge-recycling principle is applied to mixed-signal charge-based computing to decrease power dissipation beyond , while high computational throughout is maintained by employing an array-based parallel computing architecture.
When a CMOS inverter, Fig. 1(a) , charges a load capacitance to voltage , the total energy taken from the voltage supply source is . Half of it is used to charge , and the other half is dissipated in the pull-up network. When the output is driven low, the pull-down network discharges the energy stored in , , to ground. The resistances of the pull-up and pull-down networks affect the minimum charging and discharging times, but not the dynamic energy dissipated. The dynamic energy dissipation can be lowered by reducing supply voltage, load capacitance, or both.
Dynamic energy dissipation has a quadratic dependence on the supply voltage. This makes the reduction of supply voltages the most effective way to reduce dynamic energy dissipation. Dynamic voltage scaling has become a standard approach for reducing power dissipation when performance requirements vary in time. In modern processors the voltage and frequency are controlled in a feedback loop to maintain operation within a target power and temperature budget [1] . Local voltage dithering which toggles the supply between a small number of voltage levels to locally optimize energy consumption based on the workload of each circuit block has been reported [2] . Subthreshold circuits operate with the supply voltage below the threshold voltage of devices to further reduce dynamic energy dissipation. A subthreshold (SRAM) [3] and fast Fourier transform (FFT) processor [4] have recently been reported with optimal supply voltages of 300 mV and 350 mV, respectively. By applying forward body bias, the threshold voltage can be shifted lower to allow further voltage scaling and thus energy reduction [5] .
The dynamic energy dissipation is reduced linearly with the load capacitance. If the speed is not critical, minimum device sizing reduces the capacitance at the cost of nonoptimal propagation delay times. Dynamic logic, Fig. 1(b) , can be used to eliminate most of the pMOS capacitance. Finally, capacitance can be lowered by migrating to a new technology process with smaller minimum feature size at the cost of increased static power dissipation due to transistor leakage.
As opposed to static or dynamic CMOS logic drivers, adiabatic drivers slowly ramp the supply voltage from 0 V during the pull-up phase to reduce the voltage drop across the pull-up network. The voltage drop is made arbitrarily small by keeping the ramp period sufficiently longer than the time constant of the driver [6] . Generation of the ramp signal implies that power dissipation is reduced at the system level, not only the gate level. For long ramp periods, the voltage across is approximately equal to the supply ramp voltage and the energy taken from the voltage source is , the minimum required to charge to . In general, a linear increase in the ramp charging time results in a linear decrease in the voltage drop across the pull-up network, and thus a linear decrease in dynamic energy dissipation. In the pull-down phase, the energy stored on is slowly discharged back into the supply voltage source by slowly ramping back to 0 V, again keeping resistive losses at a minimum. A number of adiabatic logic families utilizing voltage ramps have been developed such as adiabatic dynamic logic (ADL) [7] , efficient charge recovery logic (ECRL) (2N2P) [8] , pass-transistor adiabatic logic (PAL) [9] , clocked adiabatic logic (CAL) [10] , and true single-phase energy-recovery logic (TSEL) [11] .
Generating ideal linear voltage ramps to provide constant charging and discharging currents incurs power dissipation in the supply generator, defeating the savings by adiabatic energy recovery. An oscillatory waveform, or hot clock (HC), from a resonator is typically used instead [6] - [8] , [12] , [13] . The increased energy dissipation in the pull-up network, due to the nonoptimal sinusoidal shape [6] , is offset by the low energy dissipation and simplicity of resonant hot clock generation. Resonant adiabatic computing, Fig. 1(c) , recycles energy in an oscillating LC tank where the total on-chip load capacitance is utilized as the tank capacitor. The inductor can be implemented externally or can be distributed over the chip [14] . In each period, the charge stored on is shifted back into the inductor and is reused in subsequent computations, decreasing the dynamic energy dissipated well below . In principle, dynamic energy consumption per unit computation in adiabatic circuits approaches zero with increasing oscillation period. In practice, the energy gain is limited by resistive losses in the tank and variability of load capacitance, which depends on signal activity. Resonant adiabatic arithmetic units [13] , [15] , [16] and line drivers [17] , [18] have been reported with up to seven-fold energy efficiency gains over their nonadiabatic mode.
Some existing adiabatic digital circuits rely on reversible logic [19] to minimize nonadiabatic energy losses [20] . Fully adiabatic circuits [19] require a backward path, where computations are reversed, to recover the energy. The need to reverse information flow places great constraints on what can be computed. For example, an AND gate requires an auxiliary output in order to make the architecture reversible.
Instead of implementing digital adiabatic logic, we perform reversible computing adiabatically in the mixed-signal domain [18] . Reversibility is inherent to the reversal of charge flow between two coupled MOS transistors, shown in Fig. 1(d) . Transistors M1 and M2 comprise a charge injection device (CID) which performs a one-bit multiply-accumulate (MAC) operation as detailed in Section II. To maintain high computational throughput, the mixed-signal adiabatic computing is performed on a chargemode array [21] , [22] . This work demonstrates that simple adiabatic techniques such as a resonant single-phase clock generator can be utilized effectively in parallel signal processing applications where array power dissipation often dominates.
There are a number of benefits in the choice of a parallel mixed-signal architecture. While parallel digital processors offer high throughput and energy efficiency with high accuracy [23] , parallel analog processors often allow for further increases in integration density, computational throughput, and energy efficiency at the expense of reduced accuracy [24] - [26] . High integration density is achieved by compact analog circuits such as those operating in charge domain. Computational throughput is enhanced by larger dimensions of computing arrays with compact cells and by the low-cost nature of some analog operations such as zero-latency addition in charge domain. Energy efficiency is increased as clocking is reduced or performed adiabatically as in the case of the presented architecture. Lower accuracy of computation is a result of nonidealities of analog components such as inherent nonlinearity and mismatches and is typically only weakly dependent on the dissipated power for a given implementation. A detailed quantitative analysis of the analog-versus-digital tradeoff is given in [27] . In targeted applications such as pattern recognition and data classification, a modest accuracy of under 8 bits is often sufficient.
The charge-mode computing array presented here is embedded in a processor which performs general purpose vectormatrix multiplication (VMM), the computational core of any template-matching linear transform. The combination of resonant power generation and mixed-signal adiabatic computing on a massively parallel charge-mode array yields a 25-fold gain in energy efficiency relative to the same array operated with static CMOS logic line drivers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the architecture and circuit implementation of the charge-mode template-matching array. In Section III, a resonant adiabatic clock generator is introduced in order to achieve high energy efficiency of the array-based computation. Limitations of the resonant clock generator are formulated and analyzed. Section IV describes the circuits and VLSI implementation of the resonant adiabatic charge-mode array processor overcoming these limitations. Section V presents experimental results from the adiabatic array processor prototyped in 0.35 m CMOS technology, and Section VI concludes with final remarks.
II. CHARGE-MODE TEMPLATE-MATCHING ARRAY
The charge-mode array supports general analog multiplication of a digital matrix by a digital vector, by using reversible charge flow between coupled transistors [21] , [28] , [29] . As shown in Fig. 1(d) , each cell in the array performs a multiply-accumulation (MAC) operation by selectively transferring charge between two charge-coupled transistors M1 and M2, where the gate of the first transistor M1 connects to the input line, and the gate of the second transistor M2 connects to the output line. Hence, M1 implements multiplication by selectively performing or not performing the charge transfer, and M2 implements the accumulation by capacitive coupling onto the output line. The charge transfer is nondestructive, and therefore the computation performed is intrinsically reversible, returning the transferred charge after deactivation of the input. The adiabatic mixed-signal principle outlined here exploits the lossless nature of reversible charge flow in an array of MAC cells, with inputs supplied by adiabatic line drivers from a hot clock supply. The multiplication and accumulation are performed in parallel in a single cycle of the resonant clock, with the energy recycled upon recovery of the charge at the end of the cycle [22] .
The resonant generator is critical in achieving high energetic efficiency, and is described in Section III.
A. Array Architecture and Circuit Implementation
The array performs general-purpose VMM, the computational core of a variety of linear transform based algorithms in signal processing and pattern recognition. The VMM operation is defined as (1) with -dimensional input vector , -dimensional output vector , and matrix elements . Fig. 2 (left) depicts a simplified architecture of the array processor for one-bit binary input vector and matrix coefficients, and matrix dimensions of [22] . The analog array is interfaced with a bank of on-chip row-parallel analog-to-digital converterS (ADCs) to provide convenient digital outputs as needed in some applications as well as in the array experimental testing and demonstration.
The unit cell in the analog array shown in Fig. 2 (top, right) combines a CID computational element [28] , [29] with a DRAM storage element [21] . During the write operation, the data to be stored is broadcast on the vertical bit-lines (BLs), which extend across the array. A row to be written to is selected by activating its word-line (WL) turning transistor M3 on (e.g., the second row in Fig. 2 ). The output match-line (ML) is held at during the write phase, creating a potential well under the gate of transistor M2. This potential well is filled with electrons or emptied depending on whether the BL is logic-one or logic-zero, respectively. Logic-one on BLs corresponds to 0 V, while logic-zero corresponds to . During the compute operation, the input data is broadcast on the compute-lines (CLs) while MLs, previously precharged to , are now left floating. Logic-one CL bit corresponds to voltage , while logic-zero corresponds to 0 V. Each cell performs a one-quadrant binary-binary multiplication of its stored logic value and its CL logic value. An active charge transfer from M2 to M1 can occur only if there is a nonzero charge stored (e.g., first, second, and third cells in the second row in Fig. 2) , and if the potential on the gate of M1 rises above that of M2, to (e.g., second, third, and fourth columns in Fig. 2 ). In this case, the high-impedance gate of M2 couples to its channel and rises above by a fixed voltage depending on the charge and capacitance of M2 and the number of active cells in that row (e.g., second and third cells in the second row in Fig. 2 ). The output of a row is a discrete analog quantity reflecting the number of active cells coupling into the ML of that row (e.g., two cells, second and third, corresponding to the output of the second row equal to two in Fig. 2 ). In the numerical example given in Fig. 2 , the correlation of the binary vector "1110" stored in the second row of the array with the binary input vector "0111" computed by the method described above yields the correct output equal to two.
As said, the cell performs nondestructive computation since the transferred charge is sensed capacitively on the MLs. Once computation is performed, the charge is shifted back from M1 into the DRAM storage transistor M2. Capacitive coupling of all cells in a single row into a single ML implements zero-latency analog accumulation along each row. An array of cells thus performs analog multiplication of a binary matrix with a binary vector. The architecture easily extends to multi-bit data [21] .
B. Accuracy and Power Considerations
Sizing of transistors in the cell is of importance. The switch transistor M3 is of minimum size as needed to lower its parasitic capacitance and charge injection. Transistor M2 is 30 times larger than M3 in order to avoid DRAM soft errors, as dictated by the DRAM BL capacitance and by subthreshold leakage in the storage cell. Transistor M1 is sized such that the output dynamic range of the array is large yielding sufficient noise margins. It can be shown that the voltage on MLs is a monotonically increasing saturating function of the area of transistor M1. The area of M1 is chosen to be 50% of that of M2. Increasing the area of M1 beyond this value does not yield a substantial increase in the dynamic range but reduces the density of the array and the resonant frequency of the LC tank.
When the computational array is integrated with high-speed digital CMOS circuits on the same chip, excessive interference due to crosstalk may affect the operation of charge-mode cells. The resulting noise may be correlated for many cells and thus may not be averaged out during row-wise accumulation. One way to remove the effect of interference is by utilizing one row in the array as a reference row. This dedicated row has all logiczero bits stored in it and has the same inputs as all the other rows. The output of the reference row is subtracted from outputs of all rows in a differential fashion in digital domain rejecting any common-mode signals. Most of the power in the computational array is dissipated on driving CLs. If CLs are driven by conventional CMOS inverters, the power dissipated in the array is proportional to the frequency, array capacitance, and the square of the supply voltage. As described in Section I, this power is lost and cannot be recovered. To reduce the energy dissipated in the array, instead of being driven by CMOS inverters, all CLs are selectively coupled to an off-chip inductor such that the energy needed for computing can be adiabatically recycled by means of resonance, as described next.
III. RESONANT POWER GENERATION
The array capacitance together with an external inductor form an LC resonator, driven by an external clock CLK at resonance frequency to generate the hot clock power supply waveform in Fig. 1(d) . Resistive losses in the adiabatic line drivers of the charge-mode array are minimized by keeping the hot clock oscillation frequency sufficiently low. High computational throughput is nevertheless maintained by a fine-grain parallel architecture of the processor. The massive parallelism also allows to maintain the on-chip load capacitance at or near its mean value, tuned at resonance where the energy dissipation in the tank is lowest.
The efficiency of resonant power generation is thus limited by resistive losses in the tank and variability of on-chip load capacitance. Each of these limitations is analyzed next.
A. Tank Resistive Losses
A simple model of a constant-capacitance LC oscillator used to generate the hot clock voltage is shown as an RLC circuit in Fig. 3 , where is the load capacitance implied by the charge-mode array, is the tank inductor, and represents parasitic resistive losses in the tank. The tank resistance decomposes into two contributions: parasitic resistance in the inductor due its finite quality factor ; and parasitic resistance in the capacitor accounting for nonzero on-resistance of the adiabatic line drivers represented by the IN switch in Fig. 1(d) . The parasitic shunt resistance accounts for nonzero on-resistance of the switch , when it is activated. The switch is used to initiate and maintain oscillations by periodically discharging to ground. It is activated by a narrow pulse pullHC. The step response of the RLC circuit with small damping factor (in the limit for small ) is of the form (2) Switch dissipates energy if the voltage across the capacitor is nonzero when it goes active. This energy is minimized by pulsing pullHC at the minima of the LC tank voltage, and thus at the resonant frequency , as shown in Fig. 3 for . Resistive losses in cause minima of the voltage at the next pullHC pulse to be nonzero as described by the exponential envelope Assuming a constant value of , the dynamic energy, , dissipated in each computation cycle is thus given by
The choice of a minimum capacitance value is obvious. As for inductance, in theory, for a given load capacitance , the dynamic energy dissipation can be made arbitrarily small by increasing as is evident from (3). In practice, the dynamic energy dissipation asymptotically approaches a finite value, determined by the quality of the inductor, as the parasitic resistance of a wire-wound inductor dominates the total resistance for large . 1 Thus, increasing beyond a certain level may not be justifiable as it yields diminishing reduction in energy dissipation as shown in Fig. 4 but results in a lower oscillation frequency and thus lower throughput. 1 For an integrated, spiral-wound inductor, the dynamic energy dissipation increases for large L. 
B. Switch Resistance and Pulse Width
The shunt resistance of the switch , to first order, does not contribute losses and does not affect the efficiency of the hot clock supply generator, provided that is sufficiently small. During the duration of the pullHC pulse, the load capacitance is discharged through the series resistor combination . Incomplete settling in this RC network implies incomplete compensation of the exponential decay in the sinusoidal hot clock waveform, leading to a reduced amplitude hot clock and further resistive losses. A sufficiently small value of , and sufficiently large pulse duration pullHC ensures that settles close to zero.
As the sine wave of is approximately quadratic around its minima, the energy in (3) is insensitive to the pulsewidth variation of pullHC near its minima. This allows for a relatively large pulsewidth resulting in small energy losses. For larger pulse widths, the current through the inductor significantly affects the resonant clock waveform which extends outside the interval and exerts extra energy losses [30] .
C. Load Capacitance Variability
A simple model of a variable-capacitance LC oscillator is shown in Fig. 5 , where has a mean value of , and resistive losses as modeled in Section III-A are here assumed zero for simplicity. Signal pullHC is pulsed at the LC tank mean-capacitance resonant frequency . However, the instantaneous LC tank resonant frequency, , depends on the load capacitance , causing the pulse pullHC activating to miss the minima of the oscillations when deviates from as shown in Fig. 5 . Substituting into (2) and ignoring resistive losses yields the instantaneous voltage on just before it is discharged to ground by : is plotted in Fig. 6(a) , along with the corresponding hot clock waveforms in Fig. 6(b) . When (case ) or (case ), completes one or two full oscillation(s), respectively, before pullHC is pulsed so no energy is dissipated in . At the minimum point with the widest concavity region, the dynamic energy dissipation approaches zero as the load capacitance approaches its mean (point in Fig. 6 ).
Adding an external bypass capacitor, , in parallel with increases the total load capacitance to . The addition of sufficiently large attenuates the effect of capacitive variations in the array on oscillation frequency and hence energy dissipation. In theory, without resistive losses, such oscillator would always operate at its ideal point, point in Fig. 6 , and dissipate zero energy. In practice, the energy dissipation due to both resistive losses and variation must be considered: \
As shown in Fig. 7 , adding desensitizes the dynamic energy dissipation to variation at the cost of increasing the resistive energy dissipation. Thus, an external capacitor was not utilized in this design. 
D. Parallel Architecture
As shown in Section III-A and in Fig. 4 , the resistive losses can be reduced by increasing inductance, which also reduces oscillation frequency. In order to maintain high computational throughput, a parallel array-based architecture is needed to perform large numbers of operations each clock cycle. Furthermore, as shown in Section V, data-dependent load statistics over large numbers of inputs in the array allow to maintain the array load capacitance at or near a constant value (at point in Fig. 6 ) with approximately half of all cells active at any time. This minimizes dynamic losses not only in the array, but also in the resonant clock generator as shown in Section III-C. Next, we present a massively-parallel array first introduced in Section II that implements mixed-signal resonant adiabatic computing over large numbers of charge-coupled transistor pairs as shown in Fig. 1(d) .
IV. ADIABATIC ARRAY PROCESSOR
The hot clock supply generator sees the array of MAC cells as a variable load capacitance as in Fig. 5 , where the variation in is implied by variations in input. As demonstrated further below, these variations are kept at a minimum by virtue of the parallel nature of the computation. The architecture, circuits and implementation of the processor are described next. Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the array peripheral functions with signal paths for store, refresh, compute, and charge recycle functions marked [22] . Two columns, the th and th, of the first row are shown. Matrix coefficients are loaded into the DRAM from a shift register in the store phase. The CID/ DRAM cells on folded BLs are periodically refreshed after several compute cycles, alternating between even and odd columns with separate WLs. In the compute cycle, the input data , , enable adiabatic energy recovery logic (ERL) drivers [13] . They conditionally connect the off-chip off-theshelf inductor to the on-chip capacitance of active CLs to enable charge recycling through resonance.
A. Circuits
The capacitance of all active CLs is utilized to perform adiabatic computing on the full array as schematically shown in . A doubled dynamic range of is thus obtained. Signal pullHC also serves to synchronize the hot clock waveform to other circuits in the processor.
The choice of the frequency of signal pullHC is important. As discussed in Section III-C, variations in the total CLs capacitance cause the frequency of tank oscillation to deviate from that of signal pullHC , resulting in additional energy losses. One solution to this problem is to use differential coding of data, with complementary inputs and complementary stored coefficients. This ensures that exactly half of all CLs are connected to the inductor. The capacitance of each CID/DRAM cell is approximately identical, regardless of whether charge is stored as determined by the binary matrix element value. This invariance owes to the fact that transistor M1 operates either in strong inversion or accumulation mode, with approximately same gate capacitance. Thus, by ensuring that always half of all CLs are active, the array capacitance is kept constant. This approach, however, requires twice the number of cells and thus doubles the silicon area. Instead, we observe that in typical data, such as images, the probability of a binary coefficient being zero or one is approximately half for most of the coefficients. This implies that the number of logic-one bits in the input vector is typically approximately half. In the Central Limit, the number of logic-one bits in an -dimensional binary vector follows a binomial distribution approximated by a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation . Hence, the relative width of the distribution tends to zero for large . This property of typical data is exploited here in order to minimize energy losses in the LC tank due to array capacitance variability as validated in Section V. For applications where many binary coefficients are non-Bernoulli, we have developed a simple stochastic data modulation scheme to pseudo-randomize input data with any statistics at the expense of a small modulation and demodulation overhead [31] .
The circuit diagram of a modified ERL driver is shown in Fig. 9(b) . When the input vector component bit, , is logicone, the corresponding compute-line, , is connected to the inductor through a pass gate. A pass gate is utilized in order to realize an energy-efficient fully adiabatic driver. As the maximum voltage on the inductor is , while the logic-one level of is , a cross-coupled pMOS transistor pair ensures that the pass gate is turned off completely when is low. High-voltage devices are used to accommodate the doubled dynamic range. The signal pullHC is synchronized with the clocks for all peripheral circuits, generated from the same master clock. Tuning of the resonance condition is achieved either by tuning of the master clock frequency, or by adjusting the value of the external inductance. Integrating adaptive mechanisms for tuning may further reduce power dissipation, especially for highly variable data or for off-the-shelf inductors with a large spread of values, but with a potentially significant overhead.
The transistor sizes shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b) are determined as follows. Referring to Fig. 3 , corresponds to the resistance of the nMOS switch driven by signal in Fig. 9(a) , and corresponds to the parallel combination of the ERL drivers on-resistance in Fig. 9(a) and (b) . The value of is chosen such that the circuit operates at an optimum point where the resistance of the switch driven by is small enough to keep resistive losses in it small, and the capacitance of its gate is small enough to keep the energy needed to drive it small. In this design, and the gate capacitance of the switch is 270 fF. To minimize resistive losses, has to be small, but there is little benefit in making it much smaller than . The sizing shown in Fig. 9(b) yields the average resistance of the pass gate in an ERL driver of less than 5 k . With approximately half of the ERL drivers active for typical inputs (see below), the corresponding value for is less than 10 as needed to balance losses in and under silicon area constraints.
B. Implementation
The integrated prototype of the mixed-signal adiabatic VMM processor depicted in Fig. 10 occupies 4 4 mm in 0.35 m CMOS. The processor consists of four self-contained cores. Each core contains 128 256 CID/DRAM computational storage elements, a row-parallel bank of 128 8-bit algorithmic ADC [21] , pipelined input shift registers, sense amplifiers, refresh logic, and scan-out logic. All of the supporting digital clocks and control signals are generated on the chip. The modular architecture allows the four cores to operate in 1 4, 2 2, and 4 1 configurations to compute 128 1024, 256 512, and 512 256 dimensional binary vector-matrix products, respectively. This flexibility is necessary in implementing linear transforms with various input and output dimensions. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The processor functionality was validated in a template-based face detection application. Real-time detection of objects such as faces on a low-power wearable platform allows the implementation of miniature visual aids for the blind. Template-based pattern recognition is computationally expensive as it requires matching of each input with a set of characteristic templates. The parallel processing architecture lends itself naturally to such an application. A pattern recognition engine was trained off-line on a face recognition data set distributed by the Center for Biological and Computational Learning (CBCL) at MIT. 2 The classifier was then programmed on the processor with visual templates stored in the CID/DRAM array. Inner-product based similarities between each input and all templates were computed on the array. Both inputs and templates are 11 11 pixel image segments. Experimentally, we validated that the processor produces classification results on an out-of-class test set that are identical to those obtained by emulation in software, testifying to the robustness of the architecture and circuit implementation. For this task, perfect classification was obtained. A few examples of the correct classifications of faces and nonfaces by the processor are given in Fig. 11 . Fig. 12 shows typical statistics of images from the MIT CBCL face data set. Most of natural scene images have binary coefficients which are equally probable (Bernoulli distributed,
). This implies that the sum of logic-one bits in a fragment of a typical image (the same as the number of logic-one bits) follows a normal (Gaussian) distribution with low variance. Over 95% of the data in Fig. 12 fall within less than 18% of the entire input range, within two standard deviations of the mean. Points labeled , , and are fitted parameters based on an ideal normal distribution and mark the mean and two standard deviations spread, evaluated over the face data set. The corresponding experimentally measured hot clock waveforms are shown on the top of Fig. 12 . The hot clock oscillates at a frequency determined by the number of CL connected to the external inductor plus all the parasitic capacitance in the hot clock path. The pullHC signal frequency and its duty-cycle are tuned to coincide with the minima of the hot clock oscillations when half of the inputs, , are active. As input data deviates from this mean, pullHC misses the minimum voltage point in discharging the tank capacitor, increasing the dynamic energy dissipation. Fig. 13(a) shows the experimental setup utilized for measuring power consumption of the array. The array is configured to operate in one of the two modes, adiabatic and static, for comparative purposes. DC current delivered by the DC power supply is measured in each case. In the adiabatic mode, each active CL is driven by the hot clock through the pass gate of an ERL driver. The product of measured average current through the DC supply and its voltage represents the total measured power which includes the losses in the resonant tank supply generator, implemented using an external wire-wound inductor, as well as in the ERL drivers and CID/DRAM array. Power dissipated to generate and drive the signal pullHC in the adiabatic mode is small compared to the power dissipated in the clock generator and the array [30] .
In the static mode, the CLs are driven by an external digital signal CLK through CMOS inverters (only one inverter is shown for simplicity), with ERL drivers functioning as static CMOS buffers, as shown in Fig. 13(a) . In this mode the inductor is shorted and the value of the supply voltage is increased to to yield the same voltage swing. The power in the static mode is measured as the product of the average current through the CMOS inverters as shown, multiplied by the DC voltage supplying this current. Power dissipated to generate and drive the signal CLK in the static mode is similar to that for the signal pullHC in the adiabatic mode. Both are small and thus are omitted from the comparative analysis. Fig. 13(b) shows energy consumption per computation of the CID/DRAM array in the static mode and in the adiabatic mode as a function of the number of active inputs (number of logic-one bits in the input vector). Theoretical, simulated and experimentally measured results are plotted. The experimental data were measured utilizing the testing setup depicted in Fig. 13(a) . In the static mode, as expected the energy consumption per computation is a linear function of the total capacitance of active CLs. In the adiabatic mode, the energy consumption per computation is a nonmonotonic function of the total capacitance of active CLs matching that described by (5) and shown in Figs. 6(a) and 7 .
The probability density distribution of the number of active inputs for the MIT CBCL face data set is also shown in Fig. 13(b) . For the MIT CBCL face data set the adiabatic processor yields experimentally measured computational energy efficiency of 480 GMACS/mW. This number is obtained by multiplying the measured energy efficiency of the array by the corresponding MIT CBCL face data probability density function for each number of active inputs and adding the results together. For the same data, the processor yields energy efficiency of 19 GMACS/mW when configured in the static mode. This corresponds to a 25-fold improvement in energy efficiency. The processor performs 128 256 binary multiply-and-accumulate operations on each of the four arrays corresponding to 1.8 GMACS computational throughput at 13.7 kHz hot clock frequency.
Contributions of subthreshold leakage, junction leakage, or gate tunneling to overall power dissipated in the array are insignificant. Scaling the design to deep submicron technologies may require additional design considerations such as negative voltage gate biasing and low-voltage junction biasing. In general, compared to high-speed digital designs, low power dissipation of the array maintains lower temperature of the die and thus lower leakage currents.
Not included in the MAC array and supply generator power is the power dissipated in the ADCs, and other peripheral functions such as shift registers which can be efficiently implemented using conventional digital adiabatic design techniques. The bank of 512 ADCs [21] including nonadiabatic clock generators measures 6.3 mW of power dissipation from a 3.3 V supply, at 15 kHz parallel sample rate. Even though this ADC design yields adequate energy efficiency of 3.2 pJ per sample per quantization level, this power level is orders of magnitude larger than that of the adiabatic array and resonant supply. In the present prototype the ADCs were included for convenience of characterization. For applications requiring quantized outputs, the challenge is to extend the mixed-signal adiabatic VMM principle to implement adiabatic analog-to-digital conversion. Possible directions for adiabatic ADC design are charge-redistribution ADCs [32] or charge-based folding ADCs [33] . Other applications in pattern classification, such as vector quantization or nearest neighbor classification, call for winner-take-all (WTA) or rank-ordered selection of best template matches. WTA selection is efficiently implemented using a cascade of comparators, and potentially adiabatically implemented in the charge domain [34] .
The measured adiabatic VMM processor characteristics are summarized in Table I .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that an array of simple MAC cells, consisting of charge-coupled transistor pairs, constitutes a virtually loss- Minimum energy dissipation requires low-resistance line drivers, but does not require low-resistance switching in the resonant supply for a reasonably shaped, low duty cycle clock signal. Minimum energy also requires minimum variability in the capacitive load, which is ensured owing to the statistics of inputs controlling charge transfer in a large array of MAC cells.
The adiabatic array and resonant supply generator was embedded in a VMM processor and demonstrated on a face detection task, with stored coefficients obtained by off-line training over example data. Further research is directed towards implementing ADC quantization or WTA selection in the adiabatic domain [33] , [34] for a complete adiabatic mixed-signal system-on-chip. Applications include pattern recognition [22] , data compression [23] , and CDMA matched filters [26] . 
